Legislative Session Management

Make legislative decisions with modern digital meeting management and online voting through
one central, flexible program that integrates with existing hardware and software.

Decisions, Not Process

Focus on the debate, vote, and participants, not the process that enables

decisions.

Streamline Meeting Preparation and Communication

Prepare, run, and close out meetings faster. Reduce errors, increase communication
and transparency to legislative participants and the public.

Debate Management

Track requests to speak, manage speaking time, and control participant microphones from one central platform.

Vote Management
Seamless Integration

Secure digital vote management, vote record, and personal vote history.

Integrates with existing hardware, agenda management software, and databases for a one-stop digital meeting management solution.

User-Friendly

Secure

Mobile Friendly

Ensure data integrity and transmission of information with military-grade

encryption and authentication.

Accessibility Compliance

Compatible with assistive technology to increase ADA compliance.

Increase Mobility

Device-agnostic in-chamber display output and webcasting integrations
allow instant and transparent communication both in chamber and to
the public. Automatically push historical meeting minutes to members and the
public.

Flexible set-up and configuration of your legislative rules, and intuitive to use.

Enable location and device-agnostic legislative participation. Fully participate
anywhere in the room, using portable devices.
“We are one of the largest city councils
in the country. Scytl shares our goal to make Metro Nashville
legislative meetings a streamlined, paperless process.
Their team is solution-driven, efficient, and customer focused.
Amazing partner.”
-Shannon Hall
Metropolitan Clerk, Metro Nashville and Davidson County

Go Paperless

Securely manage online voting, vote records, and meeting minutes.

Book your personalized demo today to learn how to simplify your legislative decision-making.
Scytl.us
USA@Scytl.com
813.865.7548

About Scytl

Simplify Your Elections

Voter Education

Expand voter outreach through a custom web experience. Constituents can view sample ballots, find their precinct and polling location, and more.

eBallot Delivery

Secure ballot delivered to remote voters, increasing access and efficiency. Choose from simple ballot downloads to
allowing voters to mark their ballots onscreen, and return their ballots electronically.

Election Night Reporting

Provide realtime election results visually with maps and charts, perfect for social sharing and consumption.

Online Election Worker Training

Provide election workers a consistent interactive training program, available on their personal internet
connected devices, at home or on the go.

Election Worker Management

Streamline recruitment, hiring, training, and scheduling through one simple solution. Optimize repeat worker
deployment with digital evaluation records.

Legislative Session Management

Make legislative decisions with modern digital meeting management and online voting through one central, flexible program that integrates with
existing hardware and software. Increase in-chamber portability, and reduce paper waste.

Secure

Flexible

Mobile-Friendly

Accessibility Compliance

Scalable

